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Busy schedule – it seems like I always manage to keep myself busy, but the last
couple of months have been even more hectic. Those who know me well know
that I’ve been moving, remodeling and building dog kennels on my new place here in
Winchester on 5 acres. I’ve been training Drake, my male dog, for the Invitational at the
same time. I can’t remember the last time I sat down and watched an evening of TV.
Honestly, I truly enjoy being busy, working on my new place and training my dogs. Just
thinking how much a part of
my life NAVHDA and my dogs
are, I doubt I would have
the dogs and kennels and enjoy
the lifestyle that I have
now, if I had not met the
NAVHDA folks.
I know those same people
that joining NAVHDA with
experience too. That’s why I
been in NAVHDA for a while
share their knowledge and
members whenever the opportunity presents itself.

that I learned from would say
their dogs added to their life
encourage all of us that have
and gained some knowledge to
reach out and help new

Speaking of being busy, make sure you check our website and calendar. First, our next
training day is September 8th and will be a good tune-up for the hunting seasons opening
soon. Our October training day will also include a mock test for anybody who is getting
ready to test their dog in November at our chapter’s test. There’s also a Quail Unlimited
Dog Challenge that sounds like a lot of fun in October, Youth Pheasant Hunts in November and December, and a Christmas party to be held at my new home in December. Mercy, guess I should get back to work…. Hope to see you all soon!
Cliff Fleming
President
Inland Empire NAVHDA

FROM SHEP’S KITCHEN
Here I am, sitting at the kitchen table waiting for supper. It looks like a hamburger helper kind
of night. Good thing I played it safe And went to Wendy’s on the way home. Speaking of safe,
at all of our training days. Jim gives us some really good safety reminders. I would like to give
you one more, which is to keep you gun clean. A clean gun is also a safer gun, one with
adequate ventilation as so of the cleaning solvents can be pretty strong. Always make sue the
gun is unloaded before you begin. I know you all know this, but we all go over the gun safety
at all our training days. So I thought that I would bring it up. Besides, regular cleaning will help
ensure that your gun last as long as possible
Happy hunting, dove season is just around the corner!
Vice President Mike Shepard
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VIZSLA PUPS EXPECTED
Proud to announce Inland Empire NAVHDA Kraig Dix’s Vizsla: Mudbone Miss Leila of
Macaela is expecting a litter, to be whelped around the week of September 9th: Both Dam and Sire are products of 35 years selective Vizsla
breeding conducted by David Awbrey’s renowned Mudbone Kennels of Ramona California:
If interested more information regarding expected litter’s Dam or Sires pedigree or pictures can be found on Website: www.vizslapups.com
Dam: Leila
NAVHDA UT Prize III
NAVHDA NA Prize III
AKC Junior Hunter

Litter is due approximately September 9th
pups available approximately November 9th

SIRE: Chief

NAVDHA UT Prize II
NAVHDA NA Prize I
AKC Junior Hunter

www.vizslapups.com
Call or Text (619) 846-3113
info-dfs@hotmail.com

Gabby Awbry has some open spots for those interested in hunting Mexico: contact Gabby at.... 951 473-5589
For more information regarding this wonderful opportunity. Don’t miss out!!
Officer’s meeting for the month of July was held at Inland Empire President: Cliff Flemings new residence on August 7. Cliff
provided dinner that consisted of Yellow tail tuna, which Vice President Mike Shepard and Secretary Jim Bellmeyer grilled
outside. Cliff prepared the garnishes for the rabbit meat tacos in the kitchen. Other officers present: Treasurer Carol
Cronk, Director of Judges Gabby Awbrey, Director Doug Kincaid, Newsletter editor Ellen Kincaid, Training Coordinator Brett
Marek. Kraig Dix was also present, over our new technology, speaker on the cell phone. After dinner the meeting was
opened by Inland Empire President. Topics of the evening: *Training day dates to complete this years calendar, *Inland
Empire contacts for youth hunt, or a future disabled veterans hunt , *Christmas party scheduled at Cliff’s for 12-8-2012,
*Organization techniques for training days, *Mock test to be scheduled for 10-14-2012 (those interested please contact
training coordinator for more details), *Time for new officer election to take place: Members will be contacted in or
around October. (The new officer position will be for a term of 2 years. Members pleases watch for e-mails and or newsletter with more information in following months.
All the information provided above was referenced during our meeting.
A special thanks to Cliff and his wife for opening their home to all board members and for the exceptional food he provided.
Ellen Kincaid
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WHOA POST
Several years ago, I attended a Rick Smith Seminar. It was there that I learned about the “Whoa Post”. It’s changed my
way of training and helped me keep my dog accountable. Hopefully, the following article will help you in the field or
test.
Whoa Post
How to set it up? For this drill establish an anchor point to a long rope passing through the dogs rear legs around the
waist and back under once passing through the under chest and snapping the toggle to the D-ring of the collar. Another
rope connects to the D-ring and out to the handler. Set the dog up with a little slack just short of being taunt and loose
around the waist. The distance or length of rope between the post and the dog’s flank is crucial to the dog’s learning
curve. The end result is for the dog to become comfortable with stopping and standing. For the best results, start
short, possibly four feet, to instill the dog’s success at standing. Standing next to the dog, walk out from it holding the
rope in your hands and move out to length of the rope. Walking out will cue the dog to move forward causing a rope
pinch around the waist and the stimulation will vary depending on whether the dog bolts forward causing vocalization
(no harm done) or just stepping into a frozen stance. This will serve to establish and reinforce our point of contact, the
flank. From this point, there are three stages: resistance, association and compliance.

Resistance (Active/Passive)
How will your dog react? This being the dogs first encounter with the “whoa post” allow the anchor and cinched rope
to do the work. Wait and observe dog’s behavior and allow time to pass from 30 seconds to several minutes. We want
to observe the dog resisting in one of two manners. The first situation may manifest in a physical reaction of the following: rolling, sitting, biting at rope, whining, jumping and or spastic behavior. If countless rolling occurs, allow some slack
then give an appropriate pull on rope until the dog is at attention on all four paws. Even if the dog appears tangled up,
allow for some slack and time to pass to see if the dog has it in itself to get out of the situation and stand on its own. If
it lies down for some time and doesn’t appear that it will stand and looks helpless (don’t feel sorry for it) tug on the
rope with a gentle touch. The idea is to get it back on its feet. Same reaction to the sitting posture, in otherwise, we
don’t verbally (“its ok) or physically acknowledge (walk back to the dog). The dogs must deal with it on its own. Handler’s demeanor is calm, unresponsive in appearance and feelings. Do not allow the dog to play off your emotions, this
is the dog’s world and you are the pack leader. The second situation may manifest in a passive reaction of the following: no fight at all, looking away, squinting. Handler’s demand are the same as the previous situation allow time to pass
making the dog accountable to the situation of standing. One side note: Most handlers would prefer to have a fight
like in the first situation. The thought behind this is to have a fight early in this stage of the training than in the later
phases. All of this truly depends on the drive in the dog and the leadership the handler has shown point.
When do we allow the dog off the hook or situation? We are asking the dog to surrender to the task and stand
still. When the dog gives any of the following signs: licking its mouth, long stares, ears back, lowering of the head,
change in breathing (sigh/yawn) or any combo then its time to praise. How does the handler praise the dog? This cue
prompts the handler to walk cautiously back to the dog, keep in mind the dog’s reaction. Dogs usually loosen up on the
return so anticipate this reaction and have the rope taunt so you create good habits. At the heel position stroke either
side appropriately with out words or emotion and be ready at all times to keep the dog accountable to the task by keeping a taunt rope. Then set the dog up by picking it up and setting it back with a bit of slack on the rear rope and loose
around the waist. Repeat three times and afterwards release dog into a quartering routine and come back to the
“whoa” post routine several times and in several locations. For the best results, work this activity in the house, garage,
yard and parks. Then you will see the best result in the field.”
Association (dog digs in and anticipates the point of contact)
How do you know the dog gets it? The second stage is association where the goal is to get the dog to dig in and anticipate the point of contact. In order to achieve this, the handler has already walked his dog into the rope pinch scenario
in various places. From the point of the anchor, the handler may walk the dog from one end point of the circle to the
other side and at various speeds of walk to stimulate the P.O.C. At some point, the light comes on and the dog walks
cautiously and begins to lean/pull back on the rope. Again, allow for time to elapse and look for visual signs of submission and reward appropriately with an easy petting motion on the shoulders. What if the dog’s light doesn’t come on?
This might be the case. As in the set up of the whoa post, we previously discussed the distance between dog and post
to a standard of four feet. In this case, make it longer so that your dog commits to the fast walk/trot then the stimulation on the flank is emphasized to leave an impression. After several of these strong contacts around the flank, dogs
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How do you apply this to the field? The third stage is compliance where the dog demonstrates its steadiness through
distractions. As before in the previous stages, continue to work in several areas. The house, the yard and the neighborhood park provide a great deal of distractions. In these locations challenge your dog to handle people walking by
and unusually loud sounds. If the dog finds these distraction to temping and it decides or cues itself to move, then the
handler needs to keep composed. This is not a failure. It is an opportunity to provide accountability and leadership.
As in the previous steps, allow the rope to do all the work or the correction. After your dog, successfully complies too
these distractions. It’s time to take it to the field. Multiple handlers are needed at this stage a gunner and bird handler. Set up the dog on the “whoa” post and just like a field scenario the bird handler drops a bird on the ground, usually on a tether. Observe the dog’s behavior and keep it accountable. Several repetitions with the bird scenario until it
demonstrate its compliance with the added distraction. Then move onto birds in flight, then to bird in flight to shot,
and later to the fall. Keep in mind to always have your dog accountable to a calm, submissive and quiet demeanor.
Gabby Awbry submitted article

TRAINING DAY AUGUST 12
Training day on August 12, was productive. We started early due to expected 3 digit
heat. Officer Brett Marek, Mike Shepard, Kraig Dix, Doug Kincaid, Cliff Fleming, Nick,
Ben May, Ellen Kincaid and Carol Cronk arrived to fields early. Birds were planted by
6:00 am and readied for other members arrival. Ron Gibbons from Quails Unlimited was
invited to the August 12th training day. He watched and experienced how NAVHDA
members work their dogs while training in the field. Hopefully this will help our Chapter
get exposure with other organizations. Ron Gibbon shared with the Inland Empire
Chapter, the next fund raiser that Quails Unlimited has planned. He handed out flyers to
Inland Empire NAVHDA members that were present.
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Cliff’s Jazz
Mike Shepard and Ben May
with his dog Grace.

Members arrive early trying to beat the heat
at 7:00am.

We planted the fields before members arrival.
Cliff goes over safety rules and points out
which fields are to be used for advanced, intermediate, and puppy .

Matt Moore with his dog, Rody.

Brett Marek ‘s dog
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Cliff and Brett invite Ron Gibbons out to watch the dogs field work.

Cliff’s dog and Mike’s dog have the
same idea with the tiny bucket.

Tight squeeze!! The water feels so good!!

Mike Shepard follows the comforts
Of the tight squeeze water bucket

Nick and Doug shot for Pat Beaver’s two year old
Pudelpointer Henry, Just don’t miss guys!
Henry was solid to wing and shot.

Pat ready to release Henry for
retrieval of Chukar.

Another view of
Henry being steady
before retrieval.
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NAVHDA TEST DATES: for 2012
Go to websites for each chapters contact
information
SO CAL NAVHDA TEST SEPTEMBER 28-30
Inland Empire NAVHDA NOVEMBER 3-4
GRAND CANYON NAVHDA TEST DECEMBER 7-9

REMINDER!!!!!
MUST BE A MEMBER OF NAVHDA
INTERNATIONAL IF NOT: CAN NOT

SHOOT

IN THE training FIELD

TEST FOR 2013

SAN DIEGO NAVHDA TEST DATE APRIL 12-14

NAVHDA members,
Below are the dates of the DFG sponsored Pheasant hunts in Jamul. If you have youngsters or someone else that
has not hunted birds before this is a great place to get them started.
Also, this is a good place to get your dog some work if your dog is steady on point. They are always looking for additional handlers. We usually get a request prior to the hunt from the San Diego Sporting Dog Club, but you can check
their web site and send them an email if you want to volunteer.
Here is the link on the DFG web site to get an application: https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/DFGSpecialHunts/Default.aspx
Jeff Derbes

Below are the junior and family pheasant hunts planned for this season at RJER. You can apply for these
hunts online, but I must warn you it is complicated to find the forms on the DFG web site. Please pass this
on to anyone who might be interested. If anyone wants detailed instructions on how to find the hunt descriptions and forms, let me know.
November 17 8:00 AM Family Pheasant Hunt (must apply by October 31)
12:00 PM Junior Pheasant Hunt (must apply by October 17)
December 15 8:00 AM Family Pheasant Hunt (must apply by November 14)
12:00 PM Junior Pheasant Hunt (must apply by November 14)
January 5 8:00 AM Family Pheasant Hunt (must apply by December 12)
12:00 PM Junior Pheasant Hunt (must apply by December 12)
(Please note, I think the Oct. 31 deadline on the first pheasant hunt in a typo, I would plan on applying by
Oct. 17.)
Inland empire NAVHDA is a new chapter, dedicated and active, that is always willing to lend a helping
hand. Our goal is to teach handlers how to train and handle a versatile hunting dog. We have many
knowledgeable and experienced members on hand to assist you. We hold a monthly training day and also members get together for unscheduled training days. We are a family oriented chapter, so feel free to
always bring your spouse and children in training or testing sessions.
Come and join us at our next training day
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Training Day Protocol:
 Handlers should RSVP attendance and request for
birds with Training coordinator prior to training day.
 All handlers should arrive a half hour prior to scheduled start time to procure their birds, and be ready
for the organizational meeting.

PRESIDENT
CLIFF FLEMING

VICE PRESIDENT
MIKE SHEPERD

TREASURE
CAROL CRONK

Training Days RULES

SECRETARY
JIM BELLMEYER

Guidelines & Procedures

Dogs are to be under control at all times (leash rule
is in effect)

TRAINING COORDINATOR

Everyone in the field must wear BLAZE ORANGE hat, tshirt or vest. Must have completed a hunter safety class or
have a hunting license

DIRECTOR OF JUDGES

BRETT MAREK

GABBY AWBREY

WEBSITE PROVIDER
KRAIG DIX

Children are to be supervised and re-main within the designated parking area at all times

INLAND EMPIRE

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
ELLEN KINCAID
lnhere@att.net

UT & NA TEST

Nov. 3 & 4

September 2012

Bring lots of water to training day:
Keep dogs cool

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
2

3

4

5

Guido Dei

6

7

So. Cal NAVHA

9

8

IE TRAINING

San Jacinto

10

11

12

13

14

15

Guido Dei

17

18

19

20

21

22

Guido Dei

24

25

26

27

28SO CAL

29SO CAL

TEST

TEST

Guido Dei

16
23

30SO CAL

Guido Dei

Guido Dei

Guido Dei

If interested in
extra training days

TEST
8

Guido Dei with So.
Calif. NAVHDA
Does extra training
Usually on Wed./
Sun

Contact for Guido Dei
g.dei@version.net
Or go to So. Cal.
NAVHDA website
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INLAND NAVHDA NEWSLETTER EDITOR
ELLEN KINCAID
18032 WELLINGTON CIRCLE
VILLA PARK CA 92861

Phone 714-288-9976
E-mail lnhere@att.net

INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA
www.inlandempire.ORG

SUPPORT OUR NATIONAL SPONSORS

NAVHDA Remote Collar Sponsor
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NAVHDA NEWS LETTER
POINTS OF INTEREST

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

FUN HUNT

BY CLIFF FLEMING

JULY 21

Do it! This was my recent advice to one of our members asking about testing his dog
in an AKC Hunt Test and NAVHDA Test. One reason I like to test is getting to see my
dog work while being honestly evaluated by judges with many years’ experience in
training and working with different dogs. I’ve never walked away from a Hunt Test or
NAVHDA Test without learning something about my dog and gaining knowledge in
training dogs. Relax and don’t worry if your dog makes a mistake or two. Don’t worry
about getting the highest score or the Prize 1 in those first tests you do.

FALL TEST

NOV. 3 AND 4

San Jacinto
OPEN

FOR TRAIING
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A great memory now is my first Utility Test with my young dog Jazz and her quarter
mile retrieve of a chukar to hand. The only problem was ….nobody shot it. The other
memory I have of that test is the duck drag where Jazz decided to go out and bark at
the judge who was standing near her duck. I have to laugh now, but at the time, not
so great. I can say it is a great memory though because in her next test, she was
near perfect. The only deducted points she had were from the over-excited handler
clapping his hands when she was running her duck back to me. Failing that first
test just made the next one a much more meaningful accomplishment.
I can also say from personal experience, don’t worry about being perfect. Enjoy the
moment - it’s ok to be nervous and feel the adrenaline rush that goes along with all
the excitement of the test.
A quick note about AKC Master Hunt Tests for any of you who are considering trying
to get the Master Title on your dog and are just starting – you must pass the test 6
times to get the Title. Each test consists of the dog working the field, pointing, holding point through shot and follow bird, and backing another dog. Although the test
seems easier on the face of it than the NAVHDA Utility Test since there’s no water
work, having your dog be perfect through 6 events is a real challenge.
So test your dog whenever you get the opportunity, enjoy the camaraderie with other
dog people, and have fun.
Cliff Fleming
President

June 2012
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

SAN JACINTO
Now open

3

4

10 Training day 11

5

6

7

8

9

12

13

14

15

16

SAN JACINTO

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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NAVHDA & AKC
They are different yet very much the same
By Carol Cronk

There is one common thread in both of these venues and that is
OBEDIENCE
I never realized how much obedience you need in your field dogs
until I had to try to catch a young dog that just got a bird in his
mouth for the first time and wasn’t about to give it up to anyone.
We use it in conformation for our stand & stay for examination.
In our field dogs if you don’t have obedience or at least some cooperation you are really not going to have a fun time in the field.
Coming when called and retrieves are all an essential part of a good hunting dog. Starting your
young dogs early will lead to a great dog in the future.
In the show ring a dog must stand & stay while a judge checks their bite and sometimes opens
their mouth. Then the judge checks the shoulders and rest of the body feeling that the parts go
together properly. The dog then must gait or trot next to the handler, neither pulling away or
cutting in front as the handler runs with the dog. They should look like one unit moving
around the ring at the proper speed for the dog to show off his reach & drive.
In the field the dog should work with the handler as well but not as close. Dogs should work in
front of the handler and not too far ahead so when they go on point you can get to the bird to
flush & shoot. Then send the dog for the retrieve. A dog with a good obedience background will
do all of this with great results.
In conformation each dog is judged against the standard for its breed, established by their parent club, and the dog that comes closest to that standard should be the winner. It doesn’t always happen that way but it should.
In NAVHDA each dog is judged against Test Standards set down in our AIMS book. It is a number system where each dog is scored by a number for each criteria of the tests. At the end of the
tests the scores are tallied and awards are given. For the young dogs there are 7 criteria that
they must pass to receive a Natural Ability Score. In the older and more experienced dogs there
are 15 different criteria that they must pass to receive a Utility Test Score.
All in all teach a dog Obedience and you will have a great dog at home, in the ring or in the field
and life will be happy & full of ribbons and/or birds.
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Carol Cronk should know what it is like to have a dog in the show ring. Her CH KanPoints VJK Autumn Rose “CARLEE” won Westminster 2005 Best in Show. That is good
as it can possibly get! She not only shows her German Shorthairs. She has them preform in AKC hunt test, working toward titles. For the past 2 years she has entered into
NAVHDA world. Her dogs are not just show dogs, they are doing what they were breed
for
HUNT
New

Newsletter editor
Ellen Kincaid

Here is a little a little about me and my dogs.
I started hunting or lets say sitting in a duck blind with my husband over 28
years ago. Back then I had very little interest hunting. Nor had I trained a
hunting dog. Doug (my husband) back than had a retriever, Chesapeake Bay
Retriever to be exact, Doug loves his duck hunting. Sadly he lost his fellow
companion “Luke” the Chessy, due to cancer a long time back. Over 20 years
back, wow! Now lets zoom forward to now. Knowing how much Doug loved to
Duck hunt, I felt it was about time to get him another hunting dog: Did I just
say to get him one? Okay us, after reviewing options, I found the Spinoni to be
our fit. They are not for everyone. Hair, drool, slow, well mine are slow, not all
spinoni just mine. Spinoni do not take a lot of harsh training (might as well
get a nice rug to go under your feet, if you try harsh training with these dogs)
The traits listed, some of the negative traits. Spinoni to us are the best fit.
D.O.G. and Gelati were started in AKC hunt tests. That was our first experience with hunt training. Both dogs have received their AKC Masters: Completed three years back. D.O.G being the first Spinone in So. California to obtain
the Master title in California. Gelati the second. We started NAVHDA after
AKC was completed, 3 years back. There is a big difference between the two
discipline. Well at least I think so, NAVHDA to me is much harder. We have
done fun hunts, helped with Junior pheasant hunts, NASTRA only for fun:
Both Dogs have Prize II in NAVHDA : Gelati (Prize II 200 pts) does much better
than D.O.G in NAVHDA, because she has more flare: D.O.G I do not believe
cares for showing any flare in the field.
She just gets it done.
Actually I personally just love working and watching the dogs do what they love
doing, working the water for a retrieve or working the field along side one of us.
JUST HUNT

Every one has a story: So please share one with us. Send it
to me lnhere@att.net
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North American Versatile Hunting Dog Inland Empire Chapter

INLAND EMPIRE 1ST FUN RUN SATURDAY JULY 21ST

come
join us at facility in Chino Hills for a day of fun and to get ready for the upcoming hunting season!
We would like to invite our fellow chapter members as well as members from the
So. Cal. & San Diego Chapters to compete against each other.
And any non-members are welcome. Just let us know what chapter you are running for.
*It would be great to have at least 3 or 4 teams from each chapter competing.
The top team in each event from each chapter will compete against top teams
from other chapters to determine our final winner.*
Lunch will be available at the site for a small charge
Raffle prizes
Field cleaning option
Georgia Giant Bob Whites will be used for the Fun Field.
There will be prizes for each chapter’s top team in the semi-finals and cash
prizes for the top teams in the finals as well as bragging rights!
You must be at the gate by 7:30AM – Entry fee into the gate is $15.00 per person.
Team running orders will be determined at the field site.
All proceeds will go to the IE NAVHDA Chapter.
Volunteer if you can. We can use all the help we can get! Even if you don’t want to
compete, still come out and root your fellow chapter members on!

I don’t know about you but this sounds like a challenge!
Three events: Fun Field, Fun Water Retrieve, Fun Blind Retrieve
Questions? Call Mike (951) 757-6933 or Cliff (951) 526-9311
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Fun Field:
1.

$60 per run

2.

3 birds (Bob Whites), 15 minutes runs

3.

Dog must point for 3 seconds after the handler calls point (voice or hand raised) 10 points

4.
Hunter shoots the bird, you start with 6 shells -2 ¾”, 7.5, no magnums. Only hinged frame
open shotguns of conventional gauges. can be used.
5.

Dog must retrieve to within 1 step of the pivot foot

6.

Team (Hunter-Dog) may enter/run twice

Fun Water Retrieve:
1.

$20 per run

2.

1 bird in auto launcher across the pond

3.

Dog on whoa/sit/down/stay by the blind

4.

Hunter gives command to launch the bird (time starts)

5.

Hunter shoots the bird

6.

Dog releases on its own or by command

7.

Swims across pond to fetch and retrieve the bird to 1 step from pivot foot

8.

Time is started by the judge upon launching the bird

9.

Time is stopped once the bird is in the hand of the Hunter

10.

Time is called – lowest time wins – ties broken by re-runs

11.

Team (Hunter-Dog) may enter up to 3 times

Fun Blind Retrieve:
1.

$10 per run

2.

5 minutes

3.

2 dead birds, 50 yards one at 10 o’clock and one 2 o’clock

4.

Hunter brings the dog to the start area releases the dog (time starts)

5.

Time is stopped once the two birds are in the hand of the Hunter

6.

Time is called – lowest time wins – ties broken by re-runs

break-
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7.

Team (Hunter-Dog) may enter up to 3 times

Fun Field Technical rules and Points earned:
The Hunter is ultimately responsible to take only safe shots
Safety can be called by either the Hunter or the judge on the dog or other unsafe shot
Safeties will earn full points minus 2 points unless the dog did not point the bird (3 seconds)
E-COLLAR are allowed but cannot be used to establish Point
Hunter cannot Whoaa the dog on point
Birds must be found in-bounds but the dog may retrieve out-of-bounds
Hunter must remain in-bounds at all time
Hunter cannot go out-of-bounds to flush a bird but may throw an object (not a live shell)
Dog can be out-of-bound but may not interfere with another field
Voice, hand, whistle commands are allowed but not to establish a Point
To establish a Point the dog must remain in a fixed position for 3 seconds
A bird must be produced from that Point to earn the points for the Point
Hunter may “Whoa” the dog after point is established
The Hunter may not shoot the bird on the ground unless directed by the Judge
Retrieves must be to hand or within on step of pivot foot
No gun or other extension may be used to reach and retrieve the bird
If the bird wild flushes while the dog is establishing a Point and the dog remains on Point for the 3 seconds
the point will be considered “established”, the hunter may complete the sequence for full points (i.e.
shoot the bird etc)
Anything not specified is just something that happened and will not earn points
Safeties earn 28 points and forfeit a shell (38 points if the dog was on an established point)
Non-performing birds will be scored as a Safety and must be taken out of the field
Each established point is worth 10 points
Each Full retrieve is worth 10 points, 5 points for a partial retrieve
Each bird in the bag is worth 20 points
Each remaining shell is worth 10 points
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Inland Empire NAVHDA
a chapter of

North American Versatile Hunting Dog Association
28395 Connecticut Drive, Quail Valley, CA 92587
(951) 925-9055
Treasurer Report
March & April 2012
Checking Beginning balance
Deposits: (March & April)
Membership
95.00
From Savings Automatic
Deposit (Mar & Apr)
660.00
$755.00

$2324.48

$3079.48

Expenses:
Youth Donation NAVHDA
$100.00
IRS (Filing fee for 501c7)
400.00
Office Depot (paper & ink)
53.30
Member Appreciation Day Lunch
229.20
Lion County (6 Bird Bags)
107.70
Website annual fee
65.33
Batteries Launchers
7.32
Gas for Boat fishing trip from Basket
100.00
Board Dinner
25.00
Savings Account automatic deposit
from checking: March, April & May 5, 2012
1800.00
Total
$2587.85
Checking Ending Balance
$491.63
____________________________________________________________________________
Savings Beginning Balance
Automatic Deposits from Checking (Mar, Apr & May)
Interest for Mar & Apr
Deposit from checking

Deposit Back to Checking

$100.58
300.00
.26
1500.00
$1900.84

$1000.00

Savings Ending Balance

$900.84

May 10, 2012 total monies available

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Jay Jaburg
Ben May - GS[
Matt Moore - Vizslas.
Kenn & Colleen Scruggs - GSP's also AKC Judges for Hunt Tests.
George & Fran Shough - GSP's
Josh Van Alfen - GSP
Nick Rojas - GSP

$1492.47
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HAZARDS OF FOXTAILS
FOXTAILS ARE BAD DURING
SUMMER
BE FAMILIAR WITH FOXTAILS
APPEARANCE
CHECK DOG AFTER OUTSIDE
ACTIVITY WHERE FOXTAILS
ARE KNOW TO BE PRESENT
ALL ORFICES (EYES, MOUTH, EARS ANNUS
ETC.

FOXTAILS:
Little foxtail grasses look harmless enough, but at certain times of year they can pose a
serious danger to outside pets. The danger of the foxtail lies within its barbed seed. If the
barbed seeds penetrate the skin, they can cause severe allergic reactions. They can also
migrate through the skin into other areas of the body.
What is Foxtail?
The foxtail is an annual grass that can grow between one and three feet tall. It is named
the ‘foxtail’ due to its fluffy foxtail like appearance on the tip of each blade of grass. The
grasses grow near water ways, ponds, and even in damp yards. Once the grass matures and
finishes its spiky flowering stage, the entire grass turns a brown color and the seeds mature.
How Foxtail Can Affect Your Dog
Foxtail seeds have evolved in such a way that they grab easily onto any passing object.
Pets often get the seeds sprinkled in their coat if they walk through the grasses. They can
also get the seeds in their paws, ears, eyes, and mouth. If the seeds are inhaled they can
cause violent sneezing and even bloody discharge from the nose and mouth. If the seeds
get into the eyes they cause severe irritation and the eye may appear to be glued shut.
When foxtail seeds get into the mouth they cause such severe irritation that the animal will
often have problems swallowing and may repeatedly begin to gag. Animals will often
begin to paw continuously at their mouth as well if they get a foxtail seed stuck between
their teeth or caught on their tongue. Foxtails on the skin can cause sudden swelling and
the appearance of a mysterious lump.
If you think that your pet may have been exposed to a foxtail, take your pet to a veterinarian immediately. If the seeds are not removed properly, they can migrate through the skin
and hurt internal organs. Try to reduce your pet’s exposure to foxtails by becoming familiar with the plant’s appearance.

D.O.G’s leg 5-20-2012 after a walk in the park. Two foxtails

Quick PICK for TICKS
Apply a glob of liquid soap to a cotton ball. Cover the tick
with the soap-soaked cotton ball and swab it for a few
seconds (15-20); the tick will come out on its own and be
stuck to the cotton ball when you lift it away.
This technique has worked every time I've used it
By Garo Missakian
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PRESIDENT Cliff Fleming
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INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA
VERSATI LE CAMPA NION
SPECIAL POINTS
OF INTEREST:





YOUNG MATTHEW’S FIRST DEER HUNT

UT & NA Inland Empire
NAVHDA TEST

Nov. 3 & 4

GRAND CANYON TEST
DEC. 7-8

PRESIDENT MESSAGE
Young Matthew's first deer
hunt

President Message

1

From Shep’s Kitchen

2

A little from Board

3

Over the years, I’ve managed to catch some big fist
and bagged my share of game. Thinking back now,
my most memorable hunting and fishing experiences
were those I shared with my son and his friends.
I met young Matthew when he was in 3rd grade and on my son’s youth basketball team. Matthew had one speed - all out. I discovered this when I took the
boys on their first fishing trip on my boat. In his excitement, Matthew managed
to run a jig hood in his hand. Fortunately, it didn’t go past the barb. What I remember though was all he cared about at the time was getting the thing out so
he could continue fishing. We had many more fishing and hunting trips together.

meeting
Pat Beaver’s

3

Pudelpointer
Training day photos

3

Treasurer report

3

Doug Kincaid duck

4

Opener
German Longhaired pointer
Volunteer list
Calendar

4
4
5

Years later, when the boys were seniors in high school, Matthew decided he
wanted to go deer hunting. He told me he had already bought a rifle. I said,
“Cool - what did you get?”
“I got a 300 Winchester short mag and it’s really light too.”
“Wow, Matt, you didn’t get a rifle, that’s more like a cannon!” My next thought
was - man, I bet that thing kicks.
And I was right! I took the boys up to sight in and shoot Matthew’s new rifle.
Three sore shoulders later and probably a few octaves of hearing loss despite
using ear plugs, we had his rifle sighted in and ready for hunting.
I then took the boys on a deer scouting trip to a place I had been mountain quail
hunting and noticed a lot of deer sign. We found a big rock that you could sit on
and look down the canyon and have great view of both hillsides.
Opening morning of deer season, my son had a basketball game and couldn’t go
with us. I took Matthew to the spot we scouted on the rock and gave him a
walkie-talkie. I told him to call me if he saw anything and that I would be on the
next ridge over at the other spot we had scouted.
At 7:30 a.m., I’m glassing from my spot, and I hear a rifle shot - it sounded like
Matthew’s cannon. Sure enough, a few seconds later I hear this whisper on the
walkie-talkie. I said, “Matt, is that you?” He whispered back and I could barely
hear him, but he said he saw a buck. I said, “Ok Matt, , if it’s legal go ahead and
shoot it.” He whispered back, “No, I got one.” My first thought was please lord
make it be legal.
1

2

“Matthew, did you say you killed a buck?”
‘Yeah” came the whisper back.
“For god’s sake, you just fired that cannon - every person and creature in the Angeles forest
knows where you are - please stop whispering!”
He said,” Yes, I killed a buck”
“Does it have 2 horns on each side?”
“Yes - it does.”
“Congratulations Matt!”
I quickly hiked over the ridge to his spot. Sure enough, Matthew said the buck and 2 does
walked right below the rock he was sitting on. He said the buck dropped like a stone. I’m sure it
did - he shot it from 20 feet away with a 300 short mag.
I told young Matthew he had killed a buck in zone D-11 with an annual success rate of less than
7% and did it in his first few hours of his deer hunting trip. I will never forget the look on his face
or the way I felt. Even though I had been deer hunting hard in the area for 4 previous years and
not bagged a deer, I can honestly say I’m sure I felt more satisfaction that if I had bagged it myself.
My message for this article is if you get the chance to take a youngster or adult hunting or fishing for the first time - Do it!
Young Matthew is now married and living in the suburbs of Washington, D.C., where he is a paramedic and firefighter. He still enjoys hunting and fishing and we stay in contact. I’m sure he’ll
never forget that first deer or the old dude that took him hunting and fishing.

FROM SHEP’S KITCHEN
Along with being rather busy with work this past month, Carol Cronk and I have been
busy putting all the pieces and parts together for our chapter’s hunt test. Speaking
of………... even if you are not running a dog or on the volunteer list come on out just for
support. Or to see what goes on during a UT/NA test. There will be a raffle, good food,
and wonderful company.
I also had a chance to duck hunt with Brett on opening day. I had a great time and learned that
one can go through a lot of shells to get warmed up! So if you get a chance to go hunting with
someone you have not hunted with before, go for IT! It may be a lot of fun and you never know
what you may learn from it. Until next time. KEEP THE SAFETY ON!

2

3

BOARD MEETING HELD ON OCTOBER 9TH
On October 9th, 2012 Inland Empire NAVHDA board members met at President Cliff Flemings house. As always Cliff provided a wonderful meal (An added benefit of being a board member). Cliff pan fried yellow tail tuna and rabbit. He should
open a restaurant, the food was excellent! Once again Thank you Cliff and Sandy.
In attendance Cliff Fleming, Mike Shepard, Carol Cronk, Gabby Awbrey, Doug and Ellen Kincaid, Brett Marek and Jim Bellmeyer. The topics of the evening included Treasurer's report, Fall Natural Ability and Utility test and how to handle nominations
of officers in the up coming election. In November, the ballot will be issued at Fall NA/UT tests.
Consideration of officers will first be drawn from interested individuals and then the nominations will be posted in the upcoming newsletter or by e-mail. The board election results will be announced at the Christmas Party, December 8th, 2012 at
Cliff Flemings home. This will be a potluck affair, with IE Chapter to purchase main course. More regarding the Christmas
party will be in next months Newsletter and/or by email. To bring fun to the Christmas party event, everyone is requested to
bring a White Elephant gift and their favorite potluck dish to be shared with all in attendance.

CONGRATULATIONS GOES OUT TO BLISTZGENT’S BIG WALTER
Owned and Handled by Pat Beaver
Utility Test Sex Breed
BLITZGENT'S BIG WALTER M
PATRICIA A BEAVER

Reg #
Yrs.-Mo WATER FIELD
P-002747 1-7
4 44 44 34444

T/OUT
44444

Pts.
199

Prz
I

Owner
PATRICIA A BEAVER

Pat Beaver’s, Pudelpointer Big Walter received a Prize I total points 199 in Southern
California’s NAVHDA Utility test. As you can see this dog is only 1 year 7 months old.
Wow!! Not only a young dog, this was Pat Beaver’s first time running a dog in a Utility
test. Big Congratulations nice job!
An added note Big Walters male Litter mate’s, ran in So. Calif. NAVHDA Utility test received a perfect score, 204

WELCOME NEW IE MEMBER

DENNIS ECKENRODE (S) woodey1@verizon.net
30300 Antelope Rd. #1017,
Menifee, CA 92584 951-526-7553
Dog’s name: Hunter

3

Handler

4
Doug with
both dogs.

Gelati

Gelati

D.O.G

Doug with mallard

Hope the Duck opener or quail opener was fun for all those that were able to make it out to one. Doug Kincaid, myself along with
our two dogs had a great time, during the duck opener at Raahauges. All the birds lifting off of the ponds, all at once is such a thrill,
you can feel the beat of the birds wings. Then all the hunters shoot at what seems one time. The sound of gun fire all around,
sounds like being in a war zone. You can appreciate wearing ear plugs. Doug had his limit in no time the first day. Four blue
winged teal, two Mallards, and one pintail. I also shot down one widgeon, one ruddy and a mallard. Doug had a missed opportunity at a speckled belly goose. The male mallard (pictured) he shot was one of the largest, most beautiful green head mallards I
have seen in a while, well really ever! Not even on golf course ponds. Great time for all. The best was watching the dogs do blind
retrieves. Very exciting. All that training makes days like this worth everything.
LONG HAIRED GERMAN POINTER
Appearance
The GLP should be muscular, elegant, and athletic. It should not be bulky or cumbersome, and it should be able to
move with great speed and freedom. It has moderate bone, but has substance, and must never look frail or weak.
Its appearance should reflect its excitable, crazy temperament. Like all German pointers, they have webbed feet.
Watch out for aggression in puppy years.

Coat and color
The coat is medium length, about 3 to 5 centimeters (1.2 to 2.0 in) long on the body, with the feathering somewhat longer. The coat is slightly wavy,
but must not be curly. It is not silky or soft, but rather firm and shiny. It always has a double coat, with the undercoat being quite dense, but not so
profuse as to make the guard hairs stand out from the body. The color is solid dark chocolate with white permitted on the chest, paws, and down
the top of the muzzle, or dark brown roan, with large patches of solid brown, especially on the head, ears, back, and base of the tail.

Size

The GLP is between 60–70 centimeters (24–28 in) at the withers for males, and 58–66 centimetres (23–26 in) for females. It weighs approximately 30
kilograms (66 lb). The strides should be long and free, with strong drive from the hindquarters, and good reach from the front

Temperament

GLPs are a kind, gentle, friendly, and intelligent breed. They are very affectionate, and may experience separation anxiety. They only make good pets
when properly exercised, as they need a "job" to do, and do not adapt well to a sedentary life. The GLP is an excellent family pet, as it enjoys playing
with children. It is very sociable with dogs.
Care
The GLP is very trainable, and loves to work. Because of this, it needs large amounts of exercise daily, needing more than most pet owners can give.
It is not well suited for urban life, as it thrives on having lots of room to run and swim. Its ideal setting would be in a rural area, with an active owner
who hunts with the dog on a regular basis. GLPs need a moderate amount of grooming about once or twice a week. They are highly intelligent, very
trainable, and athletic, traits which make them suitable for many dog sports, especially field trials, obedience, and agility.

VOLUNTEER LIST FOR SATURDAY /SUNDAY
UT/NA TESTS 11-3-2012 & 11-4-2012

Field marshal Saturday Tony A
Field marshal Sunday Pat B
Judge Attendant Saturday Pat B
Judge Attendant Sunday Tony A
Ut gunners Saturday Jeff M and Shep
Bird planters Saturday Jim B And Ben May
Bird planters Sunday Cliff F And Brett M
Diversion gunner Saturday Shep
Diversion gunner Sunday Ben May
Lunch coordinators Carol and Cynthia
Raffle Saturday and Sunday Doug and Ellen
Rover Saturday Rick
Rover Sunday Shep
Duck thrower Saturday Rick

If you don’t see your name
listed: Let someone know!
Or if you just want to come
down to support….That too
is a great idea!!!!!!

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE
4
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REMINDER!!!!!

NAVHDA TEST DATES: for 2012
Go to websites for each chapters contact
information

MUST BE A MEMBER OF NAVHDA
INTERNATIONAL IF NOT: CAN NOT

Inland Empire NAVHDA NOVEMBER 3-4
GRAND CANYON NAVHDA TEST DECEMBER 7-9

SHOOT

IN THE TRAINING FIELD

TEST FOR 2013
SAN DIEGO NAVHDA TEST DATE APRIL 12-14

Nov. 3 & 4 - NA & UT Testing
Contact: Mike Shepherd, 951-757-6933 65shep@gmail.com

IRE
P
M
E
D
INLAN
NOV. 3-4
T
S
E
T

Cost: Members: N/A = $135.00, U/T = $160.00
Non- Members: N/A = $145.00, U/T = $170.00

November 2012
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3IE test

4IE test

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Inland empire NAVHDA is a new chapter, dedicated and active, that is always willing to lend a helping
hand. Our goal is to teach handlers how to train and handle a versatile hunting dog. We have many
knowledgeable and experienced members on hand to assist you. We hold a monthly training day and also members get together for unscheduled training days. We are a family oriented chapter, so feel free to
always bring your spouse and children in training or testing sessio ns.
Come and join us at our next training day

5

It is time to re-elect our Board Members.

6

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN.
Board Members are elected to a 2 year term. As a Board Member, you need to be able to attend Board Meetings once a month in the Hemet/Menifee area, work at the Training Days,
NAVHDA Tests, contribute articles for Newsletter and attend any other functions we might
put on. The Board will consist of 8 members, in good standing with International NAVHDA as well as our
Chapter.
We be voting in November, the 8 members that receive the most votes will be elected to the Board. Once
the new Board is in place they will elect officers from amongst themselves. Officers are as follows: President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Training Director, Newsletter Editor & 2 Directors at large.
The following is a slate of current Board members that have expressed an interest in staying on the Board, if
you would like to be on the Board and your name isn’t on the list please let us know and you will be added
to the list:
Cliff Fleming, Mike Shepherd, Jim Bellmeyer, Carol Cronk, Gabby Awbrey, Doug Kincaid.
If you are interested please respond to autumnsgsp@earthlink.net by October 20th. Thank you
Dues are due by January 1st: Single $25.00: Family $35.00 Make Checks out to Inland Empire NAVHDA
Mail to; Carol Cronk/28395 Connecticut Drive/Quail Valley, CA 92587
Remember to pay your NAVHDA International memberships when they become due, you will receive a notice from
International. You MUST be a paid member of International to be covered under our insurance.

Training Days RULES
Guidelines & Procedures

Dogs are to be under control at all times (leash rule is in
effect)
Everyone in the field must wear BLAZE ORANGE hat, tshirt or vest. Must have completed a hunter safety class or have
a hunting license
Children are to be supervised and re-main within the designated parking area at all times
No Alcohol on premises
Shotguns must be break action only
6
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INLAND NAVHDA NEWSLETTER EDITOR
ELLEN KINCAID
18032 WELLINGTON CIRCLE
VILLA PARK CA 92861

Phone 714-288-9976
E-mail lnhere@att.net

INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA
www.inlandempire.ORG

SUPPORT OUR NATIONAL SPONSORS

NAVHDA Remote Collar Sponsor
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The Versatile Companion

Special points of
interest:
• Grand Canyon Test
• Southern California
Test

Donations for Junior Member Welcome Packet by Phil Swain

• President’s Message

Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

We are all aware of the declining number of new hunters over the past
decade or so. Many conservation organizations have taken steps to increase the
number of youth hunters, and NAVHDA is no exception. NAVHDA has a special membership option for youngsters, the Junior (or youth) membership. We are
very proud to say that over that past two years our Junior membership has increased by 65%! NAVHDA leadership believes this increase in membership is
due, in large part, to the Youth issue of the Versatile Hunting Dog magazine
(VHD). This issue, produced annually, is one of the magazines largest issues. The
Youth issue features articles and pictures provided, almost exclusively, by Youth
members. The success of the Youth issue has been very encouraging and
NAVHDA leadership wants to facilitate even more growth. Therefore, the August
Youth issue will contain conservation, hunting, safety and dog‐geared crossword
puzzles, word find and other features that will be youth oriented. Additionally,
the VHD is focusing on incorporating these types of Youth‐focused segments once
per quarter rather than once per year. Two years ago NAVHDA began giving all
new Junior members a welcome packet. Sponsors and other interested members
have given products, such as leashes, water bottles, training dummies, collars,
books, dog care items, whistles, lanyards, hats, and so on for the welcome
gift. Additionally, NAVHDA gives each new junior member a T‐shirt. The program has been so successful that it’s been a challenge to keep enough items in
stock to give a robust welcome pack. We are asking our chapters and general
membership to help support our Youth members and youth membership drive. If
you cannot donate an item (s), you can provide funds in the form of a check and
the Central Office will purchase items on your behalf. Checks for the Youth
Membership drive should include that as a memo note on the check and will be
exclusively used towards purchasing items for the Welcome Packets.

Intelligent Pigeons

4

(Continued on pg. 3)

• Calendar
• Training Day

Treasure’s Report:
Savings

$523.95

Checking

$1000.75

Solicitation:
We are accepting stories, pictures and local
advertising and sponsors.

Inside this issue:
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Schedule of
Events

April 2012

• 4/13-15 Grand Can-

yon Hunt Test

• 4/20-22 So Cal

Hunt Test

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 Guido’s

12

13

14

19

20 So Cal

21Inland

Hunt Test

Empire T.D.

27

28

• 4/21 Inland Empire

Training Day

Future Dates

T.D.

• Inland Empire Train-

ing Day TBA

15

16

17

18 Guido’s
T.D.

22 So Cal

23

24

29 Test

25 Guido’s

26

T.D.

Hunt Test

30

(Continued from pg. 1)
This investment in encouraging Youth to join NAVHDA will, we believe, will help build a strong foundation for a long‐term commitment to
NAVHDA and hunting. Creating positive, welcoming, first impressions you
and your chapter can foster will last a life‐time. NAVHDA leadership is asking
all chapters or individual members to submit donations to support the Youth
membership program. Chapters and members may submit money or items appropriate for our youngest members. Please join us in saying to these young
people “Welcome to NAVHDA.”
All donations should be sent to the Central Office and noted “For
Youth Welcome Packet.” Your leadership is counting on your support.

Carol Cronk
Treasurer
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming
Handling Birds and Training
Cliff Fleming
President

A large part of NAVHDA’s mission statement is to develop well-trained bird dogs.
To develop a well-trained bird dog, we must use birds, whether it be pigeons or
game birds. The public’s perception of our organization and individual handlers
depends a lot on how we handle these birds used for training. I’ve now had an
opportunity to test my dogs in AKC and NAVHDA hunt tests, as well as train
with many experienced and non-experienced handlers. I think we can do better
when training and testing our dogs, and improve the public’s perception of us, by
treating our birds with more respect.
Some things we can do are: 1) on hunt tests, keep birds fresh, by not letting them
sit in crates for more than a full day, 2) humanely dispatching of wounded birds
in the field, 3) quickly and efficiently dispatching birds that are to be used for
drags or water training, etc Whenever I train with new members, I try to set an
example and handle birds with respect and care. I believe as a mentor most often
the precedent you set will be followed, whether it’s good or bad.

Mike Shepherd
Vice President

Hope to see you all in the field soon and good luck in training your dog.
Cliff Fleming
President
Inland Empire NAVHDA
Invitational Training by Gabriel Awbrey

Kraig Dix
Web Master

We have two members in our chapter that are qualified for the NAVHDA
Invitational in Iowa this year, Cliff Fleming with Drake and Brett Marek with
Beau. They have both provided our chapter with their time, knowledge and encouragement. It’s time that we show them our support and appreciation by helping them prepare for this task.
We can help them by training with them. You don’t need a finished dog.
They need gunners, bird planters, helpers to drag birds for the water crossing and
bird throwers and distraction gunners at the double blind retrieve and a pick up
dog at honor by blind.
It’s simply something that they can’t do by themselves. Let’s help them
achieve their goals and we will all grow from the experience.

Jim Bellmeyer
Secretary
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Are pigeons intelligent?
Pigeons are considered to be one of the most intelligent birds on the planet with pigeons being able to
undertake tasks previously thought to be the sole preserve of humans and primates. The pigeon has
also been found to pass the ‘mirror test’ (being able to recognize its reflection in a mirror) and is one of
only 6 species, and the only non-mammal, that has this ability. The pigeon can also recognize all 26 letters of the English language as well as being able to conceptualize. In scientific tests pigeons have been
found to be able to differentiate between photographs and even differentiate between two different human beings in a photograph when rewarded with food for doing so.
DID YOU KNOW????
1. Most of our domesticated pigeons have a common ancestor, the Rock Dove pigeon.
2. Racing Homing Pigeons have been clocked flying 92.5 mph average speed on a 400 mile race.
3. Homing Pigeons have been known to fly 700 miles in a day.
4. Pigeons have flown in many wars, including both WWI & WWII. They have saved countless lives.
5. Pigeons achieved a 98% success rate in the missions flown in WW II, despite enemy fire, and often with mortal injuries to themselves.
6. In the World Wars, flying pilots carried pigeons in case they had to ditch their plane, they would release the
bird for help. Many pilots owe their lives to a pigeon.
7. Pigeons are still used today by the French, Swiss, Israeli, Iraqi and Chinese Armies.
8. Pigeons proved valuable in the Gulf War, as their messaging was not affected by the electronic jamming.
9. Pigeons have been bought for as much as $132,000.00 by Luella Pigeon World in 1992. "Invincible Spirit"
10. They have been proposed to be used by the Project Sea Hunt (U.S. Coast Guard) to spot life jackets out in the
open sea.
11. Noah's Dove was most likely a homing pigeon.
12. They were used by many for communication before the telegraph was invented.
13. They were used by the Greeks more than 5,000 years ago.
14. They can and are ready to breed at the age of 5 to 6 months.
15. They can breed as old as 10 years of age, and have been helped to breed past that.
16. They are bred, raised and trained as good as Thoroughbred Horses.
17. Around the world there are about 5 races a year with Million Dollar Purses.
18. There are more than a million fanciers around the world that keep pigeons, meaning there are more than 4
million kept pigeons.
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Special points of
interest:
• Southern California
Test Results
• Great Central Valley
Test
• President’s Message
• Calendar
• Training Day

Treasure’s Report:
Savings
Checking

Volunteers by Gabriel Awbrey
The true back bone of any chapter or organization is volunteers. We have some
very special people in our chapter and every time we have needed people to step
up they have. I believe our leadership is reflective of this and our growing membership as well. The summer is just around the corner and we will get back to the
usual location of training and more help will be needed. Please feel free to ask
want you can do to help others train their dogs for this year’s test and hunting season.

$500.95
$1,000.75

Solicitation:

V.P. Message from Mike Shepherd

We are accepting stories, pictures and local
advertising and sponsors.

I just have a few things I'd like to talk to you all about. I'll keep it brief because I have
Daisy staring at me through the back door slider saying, "Hurry up! Let's take our walk
and run around the park!" First of all, I just want to thank all of you who show up and
help at our events. We really couldn't do this without your dedication and support.
You're the reason our chapter continues to grow.

Inside this issue:
Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

Special Issue

4

Secondly, if you would like to train on top of our scheduled training days, remember
you can contact other chapter members by e-mail to see if anyone may be interested.
There's a good chance you're not the only one wanting to get more training in! Finally,
I'd like to leave you with a little challenge before we head off to the park. I challenge
each of you to write a paragraph or two about what you've found helpful, something
you've enjoyed, or something you feel could make Inland Empire NAVHDA the best
chapter it could be. If we print yours in our next newsletter, we'll bring you two birds
on our next training day!
I've met a lot of people over the past two years I've been a member with NAVHDA and
I can say animal people are great but dog people are even better! If you have any questions please don't hesitate to e-mail me at 65shep@gmail.com
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Schedule of Events
• 5/5 Inland Empire

Training Day, Location TBA

• 5/12-13 Great Cen-

May 2012
Sun

Mon

tral Valley Test

Future Dates

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5 I.E. Training Day

• 6/9 Inland Empire

Training Day @ San
Jacinto Wildlife Area

6

7

8

9 Guido’s T.D. 10

11

12

13

14

15

16 Guido’s

17

18

19

24

25

26

T.D.

20

21

22

23 Guido’s
T.D.

27

28

29

30

Brett Marek
Training Coordinator

Carol Cronk
Treasurer
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming
Hi all,

Cliff Fleming
President

Hot weather and foxtails are upon us. It’s time to hit the water. Sometimes transferring retrieving drills done on land can be a problem for your dog. It’s now
time to practice those retrieving drills on the water. This is also a good time to be
steadying dogs up at the blind. I’m starting to train again at Elsinore Ponds, and
if anyone wants to train with me, you’re welcome to – please call me ahead of time
then come join me.
May 5th is our next training day, and we are still working out location details. San
Jacinto is still shut down for the bird nesting season. There are foxtail problems
in other training areas. As soon as we have a location, we’ll get the information
out to you. I look forward to seeing you all at our May Training Day. Remember,
be patient with your pups, enjoy them, and have fun training.

Mike Shepherd
Vice President

Kraig Dix
Web Master

Jim Bellmeyer
Secretary
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Check Cord (Huntsmith Article)

In every dog's training, there comes a time to ask the dog to work out away from us at a distance. This is best accomplished gradually and
in small steps using a valuable tool called the check cord. Using a check cord gives us control over our dog's movement at an increasing
distance, reinforcing how and where we want the dog to work when hunting in front of us. This is simply an extension of the previous
step, the command lead. If the lead work was done thoroughly and correctly, and we've developed a point of contact on the dog's neck,
then the check cord work will go easily. If it does not, it means more time is needed on the lead and development of the cue on the neck.
So exactly what makes a piece of rope into a check cord? The most important component is the rope. Ideally, a tightly woven nylon is
used, and it will have some stiffness or "body" to it. This makes it easier to handle, since it won't tangle as much as soft rope, and the
slight stiffness makes control of the rope work smoothly, especially at a distance. The diameter can be 3/8" or 7/16" depending on what
feels good in your hand. Length is a matter of personal preference, but should fall somewhere between twenty and twenty-five feet. Use
whatever length you're most comfortable with. The end that attaches to the collar will have a brass swivel snap tied in with a bowline
knot. The swivel in the snap keeps the rope from twisting up, and the bowline knot puts a little weight in the rope, slightly away from the
dog's collar, making the rope easier to maneuver when changing directions. The tail of the rope should be finished with a simple overhand knot to keep the rope from sliding through your hand.
"The collars with a round ring connecting the two pieces of leather make this action more difficult, changing the way the collar moves against the neck
when a tug from the check cord is applied."
The check cord will snap to your dog's collar, which should be positioned snugly at the top of the neck. The ideal collar for this is plain,
heavy leather with a "D" ring to attach the check cord. This will enable the collar to move easily across the dog's neck as you cue for
changes of direction with the check cord. The collars with a round ring connecting the two pieces of leather make this action more difficult, changing the way the collar moves against the neck when a tug from the check cord is applied. Now that we've established what a
check cord is, let's take a look at what we can do with it. It has the same basic functions as the command lead, meaning it tells the dog to
come to us or go with us. The cue on the neck, coming from either the command lead or the check cord should always be a light tug and
release motion, rather than a steady pull or hard jerk. Think of it as a "tap, tap, tap" motion, coming from your fingers and wrist.
As we begin teaching the dog to quarter in front of us, the check cord gives us the advantage of gradually giving the dog more space while
maintaining control. When introducing the dog to the check cord, follow your normal training routine. For us this means going to the
stake out chain, then to the command lead, both leading and quartering; and if all is going well with the lead, then we introduce the
check cord. If a dog is not giving us willing compliance on the command lead, we will not move ahead to the check cord. Moving forward
in training too quickly causes confusion, and you will bring all the problems from the previous step into the new step.
There are three basic drills on the check cord: stand or sit still; come to you; and go with you. We begin with standing or sitting still, depending on the breed. If the correct foundation has been laid on the chain and command lead, the dog should understand how to stand
or sit still until asked to move. From the still position, step forward briskly and cue the dog with the check cord via light taps on the collar. This cue means "go with you", and should be accompanied by a quick pace from the handler. Once you're moving, step sideways away
from the dog, angling away at a sharp angle. The dog will probably respond by turning to go with you. When this happens, (let's say you
were going to the right) change direction by turning left and gently flipping the cord across the dog's back. This in turn will cue the collar,
and the dog should make a left turn and continue to go with you. Each time the dog turns and crosses the center of your location, you
change direction. Done consistently, this will teach your dog to watch you closely for changes of direction.
An important consideration here is to be sure all turns your dog makes are away from you, never turning back toward you. This will prevent the dog from circling back, something we don't want a well-trained bird dog to do. Circling means the dog is covering territory already hunted, and it wastes valuable time and energy. A good dog will work in a precise quartering pattern in front of you, always changing direction by turning out away from you in a loop to the front. Dogs tend to have one direction they turn to more easily than the
other, much like we are right- or left-handed. If your dog turns the wrong way, gently turn him back the correct way and go on. Pay close
attention and you will notice which turn is harder for your dog. Once you have that information, you can anticipate it, and can make a
correction before your dog completes the mistake. A good handler always anticipates what may happen, and works to prevent errors
rather than fix them. Once the dog anticipates your turns, they will pay closer attention, and will start turning before you have a chance to
cue them with the check cord. This is a good thing, since the end goal is a dog that will watch us closely and no matter what direction we
take, they will turn and go with us, neatly quartering out to the front.
Think of the face of a clock….we want our dog to work out in front of us between ten o'clock and two o'clock. Keep in mind that these
exercises are not about teaching the dog to simply run back and forth in front of us-it's about teaching the dog to pay attention and go
with us. (Continued on pg. #5
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During these drills, occasionally stop and move backwards to cue the dog to come to you. Doing this part of the drill teaches the "here" or
"come" command. Don't add a verbal command to this until the dog is consistently doing it…if you're having to pull the dog in to you, all the
while saying "come", the dog learns that "come" means pull back and argue. If you wait until your dog is complying before you give the action
a name, learning will be quicker and easier. Before you try this, know where you will want your retrieves delivered. This way you can consistently teach the dog to come to you and stop at the spot you desire, whether it's at your side or directly in front. Always have the dog come in
and stop in the same fashion, so the habit will develop. Once the dog has come in and is in the "bird delivery" spot, have it stand/sit calmly
for a few seconds before resuming the quartering drills. The entire drill should only be done for about ten minutes at a time. You can do
several ten minute increments a day; just don't do them all at once! This check cord drill needs to be repeated until it's second nature to both
you and your dog, with the dog showing consistently willing compliance. It takes as long as it takes.
So far, we've learned that the dog needs to work out in front of us and quarter between ten and two as long as we're moving; and the dog is
to come to us if we are backing up, stopped, or kneeling. Once this has become learned behavior for the dog, it's time to add birds to the
equation. We like to plant hobbled pigeons, and then work the dog on the check cord, starting downwind from the bird and working crosswind so the dog has the best opportunity to catch scent. When doing this, be careful to not try to show your dog where the bird is by leading
him to it. The whole point of this is to teach the dog to use its nose and find birds for you…showing the dog where the bird can be found is
equivalent to doing your child's homework for them. The dog will learn by trial and error how to best utilize the scent, so don't deprive them
of the chance to learn.
The first few times you check cord your dog on birds, expect the dog to pull and be excited. As we mentioned before, anticipate this so you
can correct it before it escalates into a tug-of-war. The check cord should always be used in a consistent manner with a "tap, tap, tap" motion
from the fingers and wrist. This may be difficult when the dog is excited about birds, so be prepared to use your arm as a sort of shock absorber. Keep it close to your body so that when the dog pulls, you have some room for give with your arm. If your arm is already fully extended, you have lost the opportunity to give a correction. Keep tapping on the check cord, making sure you give a good solid tap at the exact
moment your dog hits the end of his rope. This well timed correction, applied consistently, will give the dog a consequence for its action.
When working with the check cord on birds, it's critical to remember to be light handed. A heavy hand and lots of pulling or yanking will
distract the dog from the birds and intimidate it. The last thing we want is a dog always looking over its shoulder, expecting something negative, whenever it points a bird. Heavy handedness does more to take the style out of a dog than anything else.
You may find handling the check cord a bit awkward at first. Don't worry about keeping any of the excess cord coiled up; instead, let it drag
straight out behind you. Always keep a bit of slack in the rope so you can cue the neck. Without some slack, you will have a pulling match
instead of a training session. Practice flipping the rope the way you will when working your dog. You can do this by snapping the rope to any
stationary object, like a fence post or the hitch on your truck. Practice using a light wrist motion to flip the rope back and forth, and learn
how much slack you will need in the rope to do this. Once you've learned this, your training will get easier since you will be able to keep the
check cord in the proper position and it won't get tangled up in your dog's legs, therefore changing the point of contact.
Repetition and patience combined with a light hand will bring your dog to a level of willing compliance and help him be the very best hunting companion it can be.
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Thanks to all who were able to attend our Christmas party on
December 8th. It was fun to visit with everybody and hear their
hunting stories.
It would be great to get some pictures from you guys of your hunting
successes and post them on our website. You can e-mail them to me or
to Kraig Dix. If you have any hunting stories, please send them so we
can include them in future newsletters for all of us to enjoy.
Remember, next training day is January 12th. Please bring your
thoughts on the current material to be voted on at the annual meeting.
Congratulations to Mike Shepherd and Daisy with their new litter of
pups born on December 1st.
Good luck hunting and Happy Holidays

Treasurer Report
November 2012
Checking beginning balance
$3335.28
Expenses Nov. test
$2466.61
Total Monies available
$868.67

Inland Empire Navhda President

TRAINING DAY
come out to welcome new training coordinator

Next Training Day is set for January 12 at San Jacinto.
Inland Empire NAVHDA has a new training Coordinator.
Cynthia Long has expressed some new and exciting
concepts for training days. Please come out to meet
and welcome her to her new position!
1

SAN DIEGO NAVHDA SPRING TEST

2

Inland Empire will not be holding a Spring test. If you are interested in testing your dog the San
Diego Chapter is having a Spring Test April 12-14 2013. For more information on fee, paper work,
where the test will be held go to the San Diego NAVHDA website and click test header. You will
then be directed what to do, what to fill out and who to contact etc.

INLAND EMPIRE CHRISTMAS PARTY
For those that were not able to attend the Inland Empire Christmas party, we missed you!
Inland Empire President Cliff Fleming opened his home once again to all. Cliff cooked the Pheasants, Chuckars and
duck, that were used during the IE NAVHDA test. (As required by NAVHDA, birds dispatched during test, are not to
go to waste). Sides were supplied by IE party attenders. Believe me the food was wonderful. If you were not able
to make it this year try real hard next year. It is fun to meet and see everyone out of their field attire. People look
different when they are not wearing orange, or hats. Oh yeah... the difference in looks the dogs were missing.

FOOD AND GAMES
Cliff pictured with his gift, Doug Kincaid’s
white elephant gift could not have been better:
(a caged DUCK)

2

NAVHDA TEST DATES:
Go to websites for each chapters contact
information
TEST FOR 2013

3

REMINDER!!!!!
MUST BE A MEMBER OF NAVHDA
INTERNATIONAL IF NOT: CAN NOT

SHOOT

SAN DIEGO NAVHDA TEST DATE APRIL 12-14

IN THE TRAINING FIELD

WELCOME NEW MEMBER
GEORGE TYSARCZYK (S) georgetrealestate@verizon.net
35260 Los Nogales Rd., Temecula, CA 92592 951-240-9117
Dog’s names: Wata, Lola, Bite & Ugly

January 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Everyone has a story: Let me hear from you!!
PLEASE !!!!!
LNHERE@att.net
3

training
Day San Jacinto

Pictures of you with your dog or dogs are always great 4

PLEASE !!!!! I need YOUR help!!!
Everyone has a story: Let me hear from you!!
LNHERE@att.net

Ch Bella Margherita Di Morghengo

Dec. 2012 NAVHDA magazine

Call Name: maggie Sex: Bitch
Some information to share
with you. One of my Gelati’s litter mates
was at this years NAVHDA Invitational,
along with Brett Marek’s dog and
Cliff Fleming’s dog
Gelati is very Proud!

Dues are due by January 1st:
Checks out to Inlnd Empire NAVHDA

Single $25.00: Family $35.00 Make

Mail to: Carol Cronk-28395 Connecticut Drive/Quail Valley, CA 92587
Remember to pay your NAVHDA International memberships when they become due, you will receive a notice from

PRESIDENT
Cliff Fleming
cliffandsandy@hotmail.com

VICE PRESIDENT
Mike Sheperd

Treasurer
Carol Cronk
autumnsgsp@earthlink.net

SECRETARY

Training Days RULES

Jim Bellmeyer
jimbellmeyer@gmail.com

Guidelines & Procedures

Dogs are to be under control at all times (leash rule is in
effect)
Everyone in the field must wear BLAZE ORANGE hat, tshirt or vest. Must have completed a hunter safety class or have
a hunting license
Children are to be supervised and re-main within the designated parking area at all times

TRAINING COORDINATOR
Cynthia Long

DIRECTOR OF JUDGES
Gabby Awbrey
gawbrey@gmail.com

WEBSITE PROVIDER
Kraig Dix

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Ellen Kincaid
lnhere@att.net

No Alcohol on premises
Shotguns must be break action only
4

5

INLAND NAVHDA NEWSLETTER EDITOR
ELLEN KINCAID
18032 WELLINGTON CIRCLE
VILLA PARK CA 92861

Phone 714-288-9976
E-mail lnhere@att.net

INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA
www.inlandempire.ORG

SUPPORT OUR NATIONAL SPONSORS

NAVHDA Remote Collar Sponsor

5
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PRESIDENT MESSAGE

UT & NA Inland Empire NAVHDA TEST
Nov. 3 & 4



INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA

Training San Jacinto
August 12 at 7:00 am

PRESIDENT MESSAGE 1

July 21

1

TRAINING DAY PHOTOS

Inland Empire
The beginnings

2

Cartoon
Raffle items needed

2

July 21 training day
photos

3-4

OFFICERS &
CALENDAR

5

The inland Empires President
message will be missing for
this month’s newsletter.
Cliff Fleming has been or is
busy moving his household
to a new bigger home and
property. Not only moving
his household items he has
been consumed with building new bird pens and dog
runs . Please look forward
to the next newsletter for
his words of wisdom.

Instead, enjoy some photos from July
21 training day of Cliff’s, 2 prize one
dogs, doing some honoring drills with
other Inland Empire members’ dogs.
Cliff’s male German shorthair Drake, is
going to this years NAVHDA
invitational. Jazz, his female
German shorthair is being prepared for
next years NAVHDA Invitational.

May to June Treasurer
Report
Checking & savings
$1521.54
Expenses
$245.02
Available total
$1277.52

1

2

Inland Empire NAVHDA, the beginning
by Carol Cronk
Inland Empire NAVHDA… We are a new chapter formed in March 2011 with just a hand full of members,
but quickly grew to 30 members. We are located in, Riverside County, Southern California. We have been
busy!!!
We held our first Judges & Handlers Clinic on July 9th & 10th. 16 people participated in the 2 day Clinic; Phil
Swain was our leader, and a great one at that. He was assisted by our own member Gabriel Awbrey. Being
a new chapter, we have experienced NAVHDA members and some that are brand new to NAVHDA, so we
had lots of questions and learned a lot. Phil took his time and helped everyone even with questions that
had been asked before, he was a great teacher. It was very hot, Saturday reached 113 degrees but the
dogs made it through and couldn’t wait for the water when we got to it. Sunday was a little cooler in the
low 100’s and again the water was a welcome site.
Our next endeavor was our first NA & UT Tests on October 8th & 9th, 2011. We had 5 UT & 7 NA dogs. In
January our club supported the International Meeting in San Diego, CA with a Great Basket for their Raffle
and several members attended all having a wonderful time. February 25 th & 26th 2012 we held our second
NA & UT Tests. We had 4 UT & 11 NA dogs, great food & raffles at both, our club even made a little money. Did I say we are a busy Chapter? We are now planning for our Fall NA & UT Tests on Nov 3rd & 4th. This
will be our 3rd Test in a year & a half. We have monthly Training Days, but a simple email or phone call and
you can find 5 or 6 of us in the field or at the water most any day. We are a very hard working group; we
have a good mix of young dogs and trained dogs, two of our members dogs have qualified for the Invitational this year.
Our Chapter now has 45 members and growing, so from small beginnings became great things.

RAFFLE ITEM NEED

Nice point Yoli

FOR OUR TEST November 3 & 4

PLEASE START COLLECTING ITEMS TO
BE USED IN OUR RAFFLE: WE HAVE A
GREAT START. A LITTLE MORE NEVER
HURTS.
So far we have leashes, training dummies,
bird bags, flat Jack dog used for training
backing .
Cartoon submitted by Alice Manning
Come out during test dates and check out Raffle items
Say hi to old or new friends. Support dogs going though
test . If you have never experienced NAVHDA test WELL

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE. Maybe win some great
STUFF!
2

3

Dalton gang: Darrel Dalton, Tim Dalton plus his 3 little ones, one
girl 2 baby boys plus 3 German Shorthairs and one whippet

Steve Wall

Mike Shepard working his dog, while Josh shoots.

Kraig Dix helps Mitch with training.

Sylvia Hansen uses only positive reinforcement through Clicker training or
treat training with Yoli:
Look at those points!

Gary Wilhite/Sylvia Hansen’s
Yoli on point

Next training date:
August 12
At San Jacinto field
7:00 a.m.
Come early before the heat!

Nice point Yoli

Jim with Gunnar
what a big boy gunnar is now

Sylvia with Doug Kincaid

Gabby with the Dalton gang
3

4

Mary Sarmiento’s Pointer does a nice job
honoring Cliff’s dog Jazz on point while in
the field.

Steve and Mike in field ready to shoot flushed bird,
while dogs stay study to wing and shot.

Cliff’s Drake on point

Cliff coming in to
flush bird for Drake

Article on another versatile hunting breed

Cliff’s Jazz

Wirehaired Vizla

The Wirehaired Vizsla based on the Hungarian plural vizslák [ˈviʒlaːk]), is a dog breed originating in Hungary. Wirehaired Vizslas
are known as excellent hunting dogs, and also have a level personality making them suited for families. The Wirehaired Vizsla is a
versatile, natural hunter endowed with an excellent nose and an above average trainability. Although they are lively, gentle mannered, demonstrably affectionate and sensitive, they are also fearless and possessed of a well-developed protective instinct. The
breed has a firmness on point, is an excellent retriever, and has the determination to remain on the scent even when swimming.
The overall appearance embodies the qualities of a multi-purpose pointing dog, endurance, working ability and an easily satisfied
nature. This is a dog of power and drive in the field, yet is a tractable and affectionate companion in the home.
Like the Vizsla, Wirehaired Vizslas are very high energy, gentle-mannered, loyal, caring, and highly affectionate. They quickly form
close bonds with their owners, including children. They are quiet dogs, only barking if necessary or if they are provoked.
They are natural hunters with an excellent ability to take training . Not only are they great pointers, but they are excellent retrievnice will
honoring
ersPicture
as well.ofThey
retrieve on land and in the water, making the most of their natural instincts. However, they must be trained
gently and without harsh commands or strong physical correction, as they have sensitive temperaments and can be easily damaged if trained too harshly. Vizslas are excellent swimmers and often swim in pools if one is available. Like all gun dogs, Vizslas require a good deal of exercise to remain healthy and happy. Thirty minutes to an hour of
exercise daily in a large off-leash area is optimal.
The Wirehaired Vizsla thrives on attention, exercise, and interaction. It is highly intelligent,
and enjoys being challenged and stimulated, both mentally and physically. Vizslas that do
not get enough attention and exercise can easily become destructive or hyperactive. Under-stimulated Vizslas may also become depressed or engage in obsessive-compulsive
behaviors such as persistent licking. Vizslas are very gentle dogs that are great around
children. The Vizsla wants to be close to its owner as much of the time as possible.

4
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The Inland Empire Chapter of NAVHDA serves the vast Inland
Empire of Southern California. We are a new chapter, dedicated
and active, that is always willing to lend a helping hand. Our goal
is to teach handlers how to train and handle a versatile hunting
dog. We have many knowledgeable and experienced members on
hand to assist you. We hold a monthly training day and also members get together for unscheduled training days. We are a family
oriented chapter, so feel free to always bring your spouse and children in training or testing sessions.

PRESIDENT
CLIFF FLEMING

VICE PRESIDENT
MIKE SHEPERD

TREASURE

Training Days

CAROL CRONK

Guidelines & Procedures

Dogs are to be under control at all times (leash rule
is in effect)

SECRETARY

Everyone in the field must wear BLAZE ORANGE hat, tshirt or vest. Must have completed a hunter safety class or
have a hunting license

TRAINING COORDINATOR

JIM BELLMEYER

BRETT MAREK

DIRECTOR OF JUDGES
GABBY AWBREY

Children are to be supervised and re-main within the designated parking area at all times

WEBSITE PROVIDER
KRAIG DIX

No Alcohol on premises

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Shotguns must be break action only

ELLEN KINCAID
lnhere@att.net

UT & NA TEST Nov. 3 & 4
July
2012
NOVEMBER
3 &4
August 2012

REMEMBER TO BRING LOTS OF WATER FOR DOGS TO TRAININNG!
TRAINING STARTS EARLY DURING HOT MONTHS

Sun

1

Sun

Mon Tue

Mon

2

3

8

5

15

12training16 13

22

9

6

San Jacinto
7:00 am

23

19
29

Wed

Wed

Thu

4

1

5

2

Fri
Sat
Thu
Bring lots of waterFri
to training day: Sat

Keep dogs cool
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3

7

7
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8
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9
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20
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26

27
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30

31
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11
18

28

31

27

4

10

24

30

26

Tue

AT 7:00AM

25
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Phone 714-288-9976
E-mail lnhere@att.net

INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA
www.inlandempire.ORG

SUPPORT OUR NATIONAL SPONSORS

NAVHDA Remote Collar Sponsor
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Youth Hunt

IE CHRISTMAS PARTY
DECEMBER 8TH

by Clifff Fleming



GRAND CANYON TEST DEC. 7-8



Youth hunt Dec. 16th

PRESIDENT MESSAGE

1

NEW TRAINING COORDINATOR

1

A little from Board

2-3

meeting
CHRISTMAS PARTY DEC. 8TH

3

Test results
Test day photos

3-4
5

IE Show dogs

6

Ben May’s Boys Duck opener

7
7
8
8

Kincaid’s Dogs
Volunteers thank you
Calendar

PRESIDENT MESSAGE
Thanks to all our club members that helped make the Quail Unlimited
Youth Hunt on November 11th a big success.
If you have never participated in one of these, you’re missing out. I had
a blast and the dogs got to hunt a lot of nice pheasants.
The next Youth Hunt is on the 16th of December. There is an even larger
turnout of youngsters expected. Our group supplied most of the dogs
and handlers last time. However with the large number of youngsters
attending, we need more handlers and dogs.
Please participate if you can. It’s a lot of fun and a very rewarding
experience.

WELCOME
NEW TRAINING COORDINATOR

Cynthia Long
Cynthia Long stepped up!! She has volunteered to be Inland Empire’s
new training coordinator! Look forward to hearing more from her and
about her, she has already presented some new and exciting ideas

Treasurer Report
November 2012
Checking beginning balance
$3335.28
Expenses Nov. test
$2466.61
Total Monies available
$868.67
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NAVHDA - Inland Empire Chapter
Board Meeting Minutes
November 15th, 2012

2
by Inland Empire Jim Bellmeyer

I. Call to Order – The November 15th, 2012 Board meeting was called to Order at 1915 hours, at President Cliff Fleming’s home. Those
Board Members in attendance were: Cliff Fleming, Mike Shepherd, Carol Cronk, Kraig Dix, Doug and Ellen Kincaid, Cynthia Long and Jim
Bellmeyer; Special Guest – Ben May.
II. Meeting Agenda
Wounded Warriors Hunt
Treasurer’s Report
Elections
Christmas Party
Dog Pond Development
Training Coordinator’s Vision
Youth Hunt
Handler’s Clinic
Future Training Dates
III. Wounded Warriors Hunt
Ben May addressed the coordination of the Wounded Warrior Hunt as the liaison for the Ironhorse Marines Foundation and the
Wounded Warrior Battalion.
Ironhorse Marines Foundation may have monies available to dedicate for the event; Ben May will be the point of contact
for these groups.
Scott Soule has committed the San Jacinto Fields for this event. Birds may be received as a donation; Kraig Dix will be the point of
contact for coordination with Scott Soule.
Special Sponsorship will be sought through Quail Unlimited, Bass Pro Shop and Turner’s Outdoorsman [caution will be used when
obtaining sponsorship from competitors of NAVHDA’s established sponsors/permission will be acquired before finalizing
sponsors]
Participants will be limited by the bird ratio.
Timeframe: event to be complete by March 1, 2013
IV. Treasurer’s Report
Carol Cronk’s Financial Report; November 15th, 2012 Ending Balance: $868.67
Fall NA/UT Tests produced $259.38 Chapter profit.
1. Total money collected: $2,626.00
2. Total expenditures: $2,366.61
Discussion held regarding methods to reduce Test expenses.
1. Barbecue to be held Saturday Night for the Judges’ Reception.
2. Potluck presents logistical difficulties.
3. Only hold one test per year
Raahauges provided positive feedback for IE NAVHDA’s test;
V. Elections
Cynthia Long was elected as the new training coordinator for the IE NAVHDA Chapter and will hold this position for two years.
All other existing Board members remained in their official positions.
VI. Christmas Party
Date/Time: December 8th, 2012/15:30 hours
Potluck Affair
IE Chapter to provide main course with Fall Test birds.
Members and Guests to provide own beverages.
Potluck dishes to be coordinated via the RSVP process with Carol Cronk.
“White Elephant” gift exchange planned; Members to be notified via email.
VII. Dog Pond Development
Target site: the northeast area of the San Jacinto Dog Training area
Current status: Environmental Impact report is pending; resistance has been encountered from the Conservation groups.
IE NAVHDA will approach Scott Soule and request permission to use the pre-existing ponds for training and possibly testing.
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VIII. Training Coordinator Vision
Cynthia Long shared her ideas with the Board for the coordination of training days.
White Boards (donated items) to be positioned in front of each training area.
Cynthia Long to send email prior to each training day to assist with coordination.
1. Training field usage will be assigned as a “first come first serve” basis.
2. Cynthia will coordinate volunteers for training days
3. Birds will be pre-ordered unless the Members) provided their own birds for training day. Cliff Fleming’s homers will be
$2.00 per bird; should additional homers be available on training day there cost will be $4.00 per bird** cost increase is due
to increase feed/maintenance costs for the Homing Pigeons
Fields will be marked by orange cones (Kraig Dix).
Special encouragement will be directed to new members.
Obedience Station within the confines of the parking lot.
1. Heeling with the Delmar Smith “Wonder Lead”
2. Sit/Stay
3. Come/Here
4. Vocalization (E Collar)
IX. Youth Hunt
Date: December 15th, 2012
IE NAVHDA seeking greater Chapter and Member involvement.
1. Dogs and Handlers needed
2. Dogs are required to be steady and retrieve
The November Youth Pheasant Hunt received many accolades.
X. Handler’s Clinic
Handler’s 101
IE NAVHDA to consider producing training DVD
Training segments will be consistent with bird dog training, as well as, AKC Conformation.
Training DVD segments may be used as orientation at monthly training, and follow up will be maintained with Members relative
to their training progression.

Please!!!
Christmas Party
If we have not heard from
you

XI. Future Training Dates
December, 2012 – Christmas Party (no training)
January 12th, 2013 (Saturday/San Jacinto)
February 10th, 2013 (Sunday/San Jacinto)
March 9th, 2013 (Saturday/San Jacinto)
April 14th, 2013 (Sunday/location to be determined)
XII. The Inland Empire NAVHDA Board meeting was adjourned at 2100
hours

RSVP to Carol
autumnsgsp@earthlink.net
Please!!!

“Christmas Party Potluck”
Bring your favorite dish and a “White Elephant” gift.
December 8, 2012
3:30 pm
It will be at Cliff Flemings home: 29600 Patterson Ave, Winchester, CA
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Inland Empire Chapter NAVHDA Fall test November 3d & 4th 2012 Ran at San Jacinto Wild life area off Davis Rd in
Lakeview California:
Saturday November 3, 2012 One Natural ability dog and four Utility Dogs ran water work done at Raahauges
Running order was changed so please forgive me if I have entered order wrong
Handler
Registered dogs name
Steve Wheeler & Fargo
Natural ability dog Fargo’s vom Hessenhauesen GR
Points 100 Prize III
Utility Dogs
Utility Dogs
PTs
Brett Marek
& Beau
Great Oak’s Wild One
GS
201
Prize I
Sylvia Hansen & Yoli
Sylvia’s Yolanda Girl
VI
152
no Prize
Cliff Fleming & Drake
Fleming’s Drake
GS
201
Prize I
Nic Sliffe
& Easy
Sliffe’s Easy Boy
GS
165
no prize
November 4 Sunday all Natural Ability dogs
Craig Smith
Shooters Texas Scott
GS
110
Prize I
Rick Long
& Kelsey
Paladen’s Breaking Dawn of Coronet
GS
93
Prize III
Jim Bellmeyer & Gunnar
Schutzen’s Shock and Awe
GS
102
Prize II
Jeffrey Mills
& Sweety
Supreme Point’s Hey Little Tomboy
GR
93
Prize III
Mike Bridges & Ryder
Patron’s Ryder
GS
108
Prize II
Matt Bridges & Remington
Patron’s Remington
GS
102
Prize II
Detailed Scores can be found on NAVHDA website under Chapters test Scores: They Should be up
in approx. 2 weeks

Many Thanks to Judges
Davy Caven
Cheney, Washington
Gabriel Awbrey Hemet , California
Greg Weiss
Julian, California
CONGRATULATIONS
Inland Empire members:
Brett Marek’s Bea
Cliff Fleming’s Drake
Rick Long’s Kelsey
Jim Bellmeyer’s Gunnar
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D.O.G and Gelati waiting for the UT testing dogs to
show up at Mike Raahauge’s duck ponds on Nov.
3, 2012. They decided to get some hunting in with
Doug Kincaid and daughter Kindal Kincaid, there
was no gun necessary. There were wounded ducks
in the pond from the morning shoot. The dogs
caught 2 ducks and worked up another, before we
decided to bring their fun to an end. Due to UT
testing dogs were…well we were hoping they
would show up soon, but the caravan of testers got
lost on the way to the ponds.

D.O.G. bringing a duck back to Doug.

D.OG watches pond as Gelati,
searches for more wounded
Ducks: Exciting for Kindal, she
had never seen the girls work
water:
Very Exciting for the dogs and
our daughter: We were glad
the caravan was late. I can’t
speak for the testers?
By Ellen Kincaid

INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA HAS A FEW SHOW DOGS
Inland Empire NAVHDA has a versatile group of NAVHDA dogs, yes! But within this group, dog owners get other titles, such as show
titles, other gun dog titles, etc. An example of this is Rick and Cynthia Long’s German Shorthair pointers, they are working toward
NAVHDA titles and AKC Hunt titles. They can also be found in the Show ring earning points toward titles within the show ring as well. All
of us IE NAVHDA members do much more with our dogs than just NAVHDA . IE NAVHDA dogs can be found here in the San Jacinto Fields
working toward other gun dog titles and then there are a few that train here at San Jacinto fields can be found in a very different arena,
the show ring. Jim Bellmeyer’s Gunnar, Carol Cronk’s Candy and Cash also can be found in a show ring or two. Here is some information I
obtained on the Long crew.
By Ellen Kincaid

Here is some information on the Long girls I thought others might find interesting: BREED SHOWS. Kelsey has points towards her
AKC Championship, has multiple wins such as Best Puppy, Best of Winners, and 4th at the GSPCA Nationals April 2012: Kelsey just
earned a NA Prize III. On November 10th-11th 2012 she earned 2 legs more legs toward an AKC Junior hunt title.
Quila has earned her NAVHDA Prize II NA, AKC Junior Hunt title, AKC Championship, 1 point towards Grand Champion, multiple wins
such as Best Opposite Sex, Best Puppy, Group Three at Palm Springs, 1st in 12-15 Sweepstakes and 4th Senior Bitch Futurity at the
GSPCA Nationals April 2012

Rick Long working Quila and Kelsy
on honor skills.

Kelsey
Quila
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DUCK OPENER AT SAN JACINTO
with my Boys
by Ben May

The boys and I went out for the Duck opener at San Jacinto. We got the last blind available. My boys impressed me a lot and so did Grace (my German Shorthair). It took her awhile to figure it out since it was
foggy and the boys were shooting and ducks were falling everywhere. We almost had a epic day. 8
Spoonies, 1 mallard hen, 1 widgeon drake, 2 cinnamon teal hens, 1 green wing teal hen, and 2 speckle
belly juveniles. I went out the Wednesday after opener and scored my first mallard drake. Also picked up
a gadwall hen, not bad for only six shots. I should of had two teals but they burned me!

NOTHING BETTER THAN BEING WITH MY DOGS
BY ELLEN KINCAID

D.O.G, Gelati and I in a Duck Blind at Raahauges duck ponds. The girls and I decided to take a photo moment.

Excited D.O.G. in Blind
Me & My Dogs
The best thing!

No, this is not a duck blind rug, its D.O.G

Gelati all revved up

Inland empire NAVHDA is a new chapter, dedicated and active, that is always willing to lend a helping
hand. Our goal is to teach handlers how to train and handle a versatile hunting dog. We have many
knowledgeable and experienced members on hand to assist you. We hold a monthly training day and also members get together for unscheduled training days. We are a family oriented chapter, so feel free to
always bring your spouse and children in training or testing sessio ns.
Come and join us at our next training day
7

NAVHDA TEST DATES: for 2012
Go to websites for each chapters contact
information
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REMINDER!!!!!
MUST BE A MEMBER OF NAVHDA
INTERNATIONAL IF NOT: CAN NOT

GRAND CANYON NAVHDA TEST DECEMBER 7-9

SHOOT

TEST FOR 2013
SAN DIEGO NAVHDA TEST DATE APRIL 12-14

IN THE TRAINING FIELD

Thank you is never enough! For such a small Chapter.
Everyone donated to our raffle: There was great stuff!! Just
to mention a few donators: Cliff, Pat Beavers, Toni, Ben May,
Kincaid's, Greg & Ruth Weiss, Carol Cronk, Mike Shepard.
Brett Marek (yes even the Judges kicked in)
THANK YOU ALL FOR GIVING SO MUCH OF YOURSELVES
MONIES RAISED IN RAFFLE TICKETS FOR TWO DAYS
$795.00

UT Gunners Jeff Morey & Mike Shepard:
Raffle ticket sells Kindal Kincaid, Ellen Kincaid
Carol Cronk Cynthia Long
Lunch Detail: Cynthia Long, Rick Long: Carol Cronk: Both days
Hope no one was left out
Everyone Just did such a wonderful job!!

Volunteers again what a great group
So many people came early stayed late in order to make test
dates successful
Longs helped with lunch brought their motor home
Toni UT field marshal
Ben May NA gunner/UT bird planter
Brett Marek NA Bird planter
Carol Cronk a little of everything! From placing Signs up: going to
get lunch, organizing ... well a little or a lot of everything
Pat Beavers NA Field marshal, helped with Judges, helped lunch
Again anything extra needed she did

Gary Wilhite THANK YOU for use of your CANOE & Winger
Zinger
What would we have done with out those two items?

December 2012
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
Christmas party

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16Youth hunt 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

grand canyon test
8-9

Everyone has a story: Let me hear from you!!
PLEASE !!!!!
LNHERE@att.net
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BeN MAY’S BOYS

FIND FUN

ANYTHING IS UP FOR GRABS

Visitors stop
By with new pup

Gunnar during test

Ears will fly
Dues are due by January 1st: Single $25.00: Family $35.00 Make Checks out to Inland Empire NAVHDA
Mail to; Carol Cronk/28395 Connecticut Drive/Quail Valley, CA 92587
Remember to pay your NAVHDA International memberships when they become due, you will receive a notice from
International. You MUST be a paid member of International to be covered under our
insurance.

PRESIDENT
Cliff Fleming
cliffandsandy@hotmail.com

VICE PRESIDENT
Mike Sheperd

Treasurer
Carol Cronk
autumnsgsp@earthlink.net

SECRETARY

Training Days RULES

Jim Bellmeyer
jimbellmeyer@gmail.com

Guidelines & Procedures

Dogs are to be under control at all times (leash rule is in
effect)
Everyone in the field must wear BLAZE ORANGE hat, tshirt or vest. Must have completed a hunter safety class or have
a hunting license
Children are to be supervised and re-main within the designated parking area at all times

TRAINING COORDINATOR
Cynthia Long

DIRECTOR OF JUDGES
Gabby Awbrey
gawbrey@gmail.com

WEBSITE PROVIDER
Kraig Dix

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Ellen Kincaid
lnhere@att.net

No Alcohol on premises
Shotguns must be break action only
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INLAND NAVHDA NEWSLETTER EDITOR
ELLEN KINCAID
18032 WELLINGTON CIRCLE
VILLA PARK CA 92861

Phone 714-288-9976
E-mail lnhere@att.net

INLAND EMPIRE NAVHDA
www.inlandempire.ORG

SUPPORT OUR NATIONAL SPONSORS

NAVHDA Remote Collar Sponsor
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